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Abstract: Malaysia continues-face environmental problems caused by rapid development and urbanization.
The environmental issues have induced automotive industries to produce more environmental friendly cars that
will reduce the damage to the environment. The objective of this study is to explore the influence of
governmental policies including free parking fee, car price subsidization, auto scrappage program, road tax
exemption, import tax exemption, sales tax exemption and excise tax exemption on consumer hybrid car purchase
intention in Malaysia. In addition, this study also examines the relationship between governmental policies and
hybrid car purchase intention. The finding of the study enables to provide valuable information to the policy
maker and vehicle manufacturer on improving the penetration rate of hybrid car in Malaysia's market. The
questionnaires will be distributed to 400 respondents who live in Malaysia. SPSS and A1'v10S will be used to
analyze the data collected.
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INTRODUCTION

As industrialization continues to evolve, the
worsening of environmental issues such as global
warming and climate change have raised concerns among
the world's population (Beliveau, 2010). The significant
changes in climate have caused natural disasters
including severe storms, shrinking of polar ice caps,
flooding, droughts, depletion of the ozone layer and a rise
in the sea level (Madhav, 2010). The automotive industry
can be regarded as one of the major industries
contributing to environmental pollution and the
increasing mnnber of vehicles and congestions in the
world has become the root cause of air pollution. Carbon
dioxide (C02) emissions from the transportation sector
account for a significant percentage of global CO 2

emissions (Zhang and Cooke, 2009). Vehicle's engine
combustions processes generate many different toxic
gases such as hydrocarbon, carbon monoxide and
nitrogen oxides. Today consumers are aware of the
dangers of ecological problems such as air pollution,
global warming, climate change and waste disposal.
People have also begun to expect that vehicles of the
future are not merely fuel efficient but also

eco-friendly. In recent years, vehicle producers are
competing to produce more environmentally friendly
vehicles.

Literature review: A hybrid car can be explained as a
type of vehicle that combines at least 2 different energy
sources in order to mobilize the car. A hybrid car can
reduce energy usage through electric storage systems to
save part of the energy produced by the gasoline engine
and regenerative braking. The hybrid technology
vehicles have overcome the limitations of traditional
electric cars by combining an electric battery with the
power and performance of a conventional engine
(Frank, 2007; Foley, 2003; Brevitt, 2002). The hybrid car's
dual engine characteristic enables it to achieve the
fuel-efficiency function and improves the performance of
the car (Foley, 2003). Hybrid cars can be further classified
into 2 groups, i.e., "parallel" and "series" hybrid. In a
"parallel" hybrid vehicle, gasoline provides momentum
energy to the combustion engine and the batteries supply
power to an electric motor. The batteries are recharged
during driving. Both of them can power the vehicle either
separately or simultaneously. A "series" hybrid links the
gasoline combustion engine and electric motor. The
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